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Thin films of topological Kondo insulator candidate
SmB6: Strong spin-orbit torque without exclusive
surface conduction
Yufan Li,* Qinli Ma, S. X. Huang,† C. L. Chien*

INTRODUCTION

The strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of topological insulators (TIs)
manifests itself in exotic ways, such as the spin-chiral surface state
(1). The locking between the momentum and the spin of carriers on
the surface state, together with the SOC, may lead to new applications
in spintronics (2). It has been shown that the TIs have giant spin Hall
angles (3) and that the chiral spin-momentum locking can be observed
by electrical transport measurements (4–6). However, despite the intense experimental effort waged on the traditional Bi-based TIs, such
as Bi2Se3, demonstrations of applicable devices are few. A promising
pathway toward applications is to use the current-induced spin-orbit
torque (SOT) originated from SOC. Such a paradigm has been
established in heavy metal (HM) ferromagnet (FM) heterostructures,
where the strong SOT generated from the HM can switch the magnetization of the adjacent FM layer (7, 8). Similar experiments have been
demonstrated for TI/Cr-doped TI heterostructures at 2 K, where TI replaces the HM and the Cr-doped TI replaces the FM (9). However, fully
switching of an FM at room temperature via TI has remained elusive
until very recently (10, 11).
It may be beneficial to explore new TIs beyond the traditional bismuth chalcogenides. A hopeful candidate is SmB6, a prototype Kondo
insulator known for exhibiting an exotic ground state, where a sudden
quenching of the f-electron magnetic moment is accompanied by the
d-f band hybridization and the opening of a narrow band gap. It was
recently proposed that the strong SOC associated with d-f hybridization
could give rise to a topologically nontrivial surface state (12, 13). SmB6
and other Kondo insulators have been predicted to be a new class of
strongly correlated TIs, that is, topological Kondo insulators (TKIs)
(14–16). SmB6 is known to show a highly unusual saturation of lowtemperature resistivity, instead of diverging, despite the presence of a
hybridization gap (17, 18). In light of the TKI theory, the long-standing
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face conduction when the bulk conduction vanishes, and henceforth be
regarded as the key signature of the topological surface state (TSS) of TI.
This transport feature would indicate that SmB6 may have both an
insulating interior and a metallic surface (19–21), features that have
eluded the traditional Bi-based TIs, which unfortunately display significant bulk conduction with very few exceptions (22, 23).
However, experiments set out to verify the topological nature of
SmB6 reached contradicting verdicts. The in-gap states with apparent
linear dispersion, which could be interpreted as the TSS, were observed
by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) (24–29). One
specific study further observed spin-momentum locking, a key feature
of TSS (29). However, the Dirac point of the TSS was never identified
by ARPES, leaving room to ascribe the observed in-gap state to other
topologically trivial origins, such as the Rashba effect (27, 30). Quantum
oscillations revealed by torque magnetometry were once believed to
evidence two-dimensional (2D) Fermi surfaces as a strong support to
the presence of TSS (31), but it is now argued by a similar study that
the oscillations are completely of bulk origin (32). On the other hand,
results from the electrical transport studies of bulk crystals consistently conclude the presence of a metallic surface state with one accord (19–21, 33–35). Most notably, Kim et al. (21) reported that the
low-temperature saturation plateau value of resistance is independent
of the thickness of the bulk crystals, whereas the resistance plateau itself
is vulnerable to magnetic impurity doping, consistent with the predicted
topological nature of TSS.
Most studies to date use bulk crystals or thin slabs with thicknesses
in the 100-mm range. Conspicuously lacking are epitaxial thin films,
which provide the necessary sensitivity to address the conducting characteristics of the interior. High-quality thin films, once available, open
paths to applications such as SOT-induced switching, which may exploit the topological nature in question.
Here, we investigate the correlation, if any, between the lowtemperature resistance plateau and the presence of a metallic surface
state in (001) SmB6/Si thin films with dominant epitaxy as grown by
dc magnetron sputtering. We systematically study the thickness dependence of the transport properties. Our results show that although
thin films manifest a low-temperature resistance plateau along with
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The advent of topological insulators (TIs), a novel class of materials that harbor a metallic spin-chiral surface state
coexisting with band-insulating bulk, opens up new possibilities for spintronics. One promising route is currentinduced switching of an adjacent magnetic layer via spin-orbit torque (SOT), arising from the large spin-orbit coupling intrinsically possessed by TIs. The Kondo insulator SmB6 has been recently proposed to be a strongly
correlated TI, supported by the observation of a metallic surface state in bulk SmB6, as evidenced by the thickness
independence of the low-temperature resistance plateau. We report the synthesis of epitaxial (001) SmB6/Si thin
films and a systematic thickness-dependent electrical transport study. Although the low-temperature resistance
plateau is observed for all films from 50 to 500 nm in thickness, the resistance is distinctively thickness-dependent
and does not support the notion of surface conduction and interior insulation. On the other hand, we demonstrate
that SmB6 can generate a large SOT to switch an adjacent ferromagnetic layer, even at room temperature. The
effective SOT generated from SmB6 is comparable to that from b-W, one of the strongest SOT materials.
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Thin-film characterization and the lack of 2D surface
transport signature
We fabricated (001) SmB6 films by dc magnetron sputtering from a single
SmB6 target in a high vacuum chamber (base pressure, 3 × 10−8 torr) on
HF-etched undoped Si(001) substrates at a substrate temperature of
550°C, with a −90 V bias applied between the sample and the electrical
ground. The biased sputtering helps to stabilize rare-earth hexaborides
growth and to achieve stoichiometry (36). The choice of the Si(001) substrate is based on the cubic crystal structure of SmB6, with a lattice
parameter of 4.13 Å as shown in Fig. 1A, where a cube of 8 Sm atoms
encloses an octahedron of B atoms. The SmB6(100) plane, after a 45°
rotation, matches closely with the Si(100) of Si (lattice parameter of
3.84 Å), with a 7% lattice mismatch (that is, with the epitaxy relationship of SmB6[100] ∥ Si[110]). The x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern
shown in Fig. 1B measures the out-of-plane lattice constant and indicates only the (001) SmB6 phase. Furthermore, SmB6/Si(001) films
display a dominant epitaxy relationship of SmB6(100) ∥ Si[110] as
revealed by XRD f scan, as shown in Fig. 1C. A comparative x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement (shown in the Supplementary Materials) confirms the correct Sm/B stoichiometry. We
patterned SmB6 films (50 to 500 nm in thickness) into Hall bars for
transport measurements.
For thin films, it is useful to express transport properties as sheet
resistance (R□ = R⋅W/L = r/d) and sheet conductance (G□ ¼ R1
□ ),
where W, L, and d are the width, length, and thickness, respectively, of a
thin film of resistance R and resistivity r. Figure 1D shows a temperature-
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure characterization and transport properties of SmB6 thin films. (A) Crystal structure of SmB6 (top) and epitaxy relation of SmB6/Si(001). (B) Outof-plane q/2q XRD of the 250-nm-thick SmB6/Si(001) film. (C) In-plane f scan of the Si(220) peak (top) and the SmB6(110) peak (bottom). (D) Temperature dependence
of the sheet resistance for the 250-nm-thick film of SmB6/Si(001). Inset: Representative Arrhenius plot of Gmeasured − Gplateau as a function of 1/T for the 250-nm-thick
film, from 50 to 5 K. The red curve shows the linear fitting of ln Ginsulator versus 1/T. (E) Activation energy D derived from the Arrhenius plot for various film thicknesses.
The dashed lines denote D values reported in previous bulk SmB6 studies (18, 19, 35).
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dependent R□ of our SmB6/Si(001) thin film (250 nm in thickness as a
representative example). Overall, it demonstrates a similar behavior as
those in bulk single-crystal samples (19, 21). In particular, R□ increases as temperature decreases and reaches a plateau at about 10 K.
We model the measured conductance as two conductors in parallel, that
is, Gmeasured = Gplateau + Ginsulator, following the study of Wolgast et al. (19).
Because Ginsulator is the conductance of the insulating phase that resulted
from the d-f hybridization gap, it is therefore described by the Arrhenius
equation Ginsulator = Gaexp(−D/kBT). The inset in Fig. 1D shows the Arrhenius
plot of ln Ginsulator versus 1/T; the activation energy D can be extracted from
the slope. As shown in Fig. 1E, the values of D obtained from thin films
of various thicknesses consistently give 3.0 ± 0.2 meV, in good agreement with the values of 2.7 to 3.5 meV from bulk samples (18, 19, 35),
as marked by the dashed lines. These results indicate that the gaps in
the film samples are electrically as insulating as those in single-crystal
bulk samples.
We now discuss the difference between our thin-film samples (50 to
500 nm) and the bulk samples (100 to 1000 mm) from previous studies.
In bulk SmB6, the resistance undergoes a marked increase once the
hybridization gap is opened. The saturation resistance at low temperatures is usually 103 to 105 times higher than that at room temperature
(17–19, 21, 34). The saturation resistance appears to be insensitive to
thickness, albeit in the 100-mm range (21), as might be expected for a
2D surface state. Others report that the ratio of resistance decreases as
the sample thickness is reduced (17, 35) because of the competition between the 2D surface conduction and the 3D bulk conduction (35). In
contrast, the behaviors in thin films—three orders of magnitude thinner—
are markedly different. In thin films, the resistance also increases but
only by a factor of 2 (37) or 30% as in this work. One possible reason
is the dominance of the surface conduction over the bulk contribution,
which is greatly suppressed in thin films. In the study of Yong et al. (37),
the reduced resistance ratio was considered as evidence for the presence
of a 2D surface conduction.
However, should a 2D surface conducting state exist, it can best be
revealed from the thickness dependence in thin films. In Fig. 2A, we plot

Si(004)

an insulating phase (consistent with the observations in bulk samples), the resistance shows unequivocal thickness dependence, contradicting the notion of 2D surface conduction. On the other hand,
SmB6 thin films host strong SOT that induces magnetic switching of
an adjacent CoFeB or Co layer with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
(PMA), even at room temperature.
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Fig. 2. Thickness dependence of sheet resistance and sheet carrier density.
(A) Sheet resistance for SmB6 films with various thicknesses as a function of temperature. Thickness dependence of the sheet conduction of SmB6 thin films at 1.8 K
(B) and 100 K (C). Thickness dependence of the sheet carrier concentration n□ at 1.8 K
(D) and 100 K (E).

R□ as a function of temperature for several representative thicknesses,
from 50 to 500 nm. Throughout the entire temperature range (1.8 to
200 K), R□ exhibits a strong thickness dependence, contrary to the expectation of a 2D surface state, for which plateau R□ at the low temperature should be thickness-independent to reflect the signature of 2D
transport (21). In Fig. 2 (B and C), we plot the sheet conductance (G□)
as a function of the film thickness, measured at 1.8 and 100 K, respectively, to distinguish the 2D and 3D transport feature in a quantitative
way. As inferred from the results on bulk SmB6, the low-temperature
resistance plateau indicates the dominance of a 2D surface conduction,
that is, G□ remains a constant regardless of film thickness; at higher temperature (for example, 100 K), where the hybridization gap is deemed to
close, the material should instead behave as a conventional 3D conductor, that is, G□ = sxxd, a product of longitudinal conductivity sxx and the
film thickness d. At 100 K, G□ is linearly proportional to d, consistent
with a 3D conductor as described by Ohm’s law, as shown in Fig. 2C.
However, at 1.8 K (as shown in Fig. 2B), G□ remains linearly proportional to d, showing no deviation from Ohm’s law. That is, despite tantalizing suggestions from bulk samples, SmB6 thin films exhibit no clear
evidence of a TI, where the interior is insulating with only the surface
metallic state. From the thickness dependence of the Hall effect, one
reaches the same conclusion. In Fig. 2 (D and E), we show the sheet
carrier density n□ (the number of carriers per unit square) obtained
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SOT-induced switching of the PMA FM layer via SmB6
thin films
The fact that SmB6 thin films do not provide evidence of an exclusive
surface conduction channel does not necessarily affect its topological
nature or the lack thereof. A similar situation occurs in Bi2Se3, the
well-known TI, whose interior also consistently fails to be insulating,
but the topological properties including the novel surface states remain
viable. To gain more insight into the case of SmB6, we have exploited the
SOT-induced switching via the SmB6 thin films.
We used the composite trilayer structure MgO(1.5)/CFB(1)/b-W
(0.8), where CFB denotes a well-known ferromagnetic Co40Fe40B20
and the numbers in parentheses are thicknesses in nanometers. This is
a well-known trilayer structure, in which the CFB layer acquires PMA
when sandwiched between MgO and b-W (39). The b-W thickness is
kept at a minimum to achieve PMA. The trilayer was deposited on
SmB6/Si(001) films of several SmB6 thicknesses, and the multilayer
films were patterned into 20-mm-wide Hall bar devices for transport
measurements. The trilayers without SmB6 were also patterned and
measured.
The PMA of the CFB and switching by a perpendicular magnetic
field can be evidenced by the anomalous Hall effect (AHE), as shown
in Fig. 3B. The blue curve shows the results for the trilayer without
SmB6. When the trilayer is deposited on SmB6 films, the shunting effect
through the more conductive SmB6 layer reduces the current through
the CFB layer, thereby reducing the magnitude of the AHE signal. With
an additional SmB6(50) layer of 50 nm, using the conductors-in-parallel
model, one finds the ratio of ISmB6 =ICFB ≈13, determined from the reduced resistance of the Hall bar.
The AHE signal in the trilayer deposited on SmB6 films also allows
the determination of current distribution in the trilayer and the SmB6
layer. With an additional SmB6 layer, the greatly reduced AHE resistance
RH has been multiplied 150 times (the red curve) to be comparable to
the blue curve in Fig. 3B. The SmB6(50) layer reduces the RH value by
about 180 times. The current shunting effect of the SmB6(50) layer in
AHE dilutes the current through the CFB layer, and again dilutes the
AHE voltage that originates from the CFB layer. Thus, the AHE measurements give the ratio of Itot/Itrilayer ≈ (180)1/2 ≈ 13, in excellent agreement with resistance measurements. In both cases, most of the current
flows through the SmB6(50) layer withISmB6 =Itot ≈ 92%. More details
of the analysis on current distribution can be found in section S5.
Figure 3C shows the current distribution in the SmB6 layers for various layer thicknesses, derived from both the shunting effect of AHE
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representative temperatures (1.8 and 100 K). Similar to the analysis of
G□, n□ is expected to be proportional to the thickness for a 3D conductor, but a constant for a 2D conductor.
Our findings pose fundamental questions on the current understanding of SmB6. Many studies on bulk SmB6 indicate or imply that
the low-temperature plateau is a manifestation of, topological or not, the
surface conductance. The plateau itself would often serve as an evidence
for the surface state (37, 38). Thin films would be far more sensitive than
bulk crystals to reveal the surface states. Our results show, for thin films
on the 100-nm scale, that although the low-temperature plateau is present (albeit reduced in scale), there are no telltale thickness independence
conduction characteristics necessary to confirm the 2D surface conduction. In contrast, the thin-film results point to a seemingly 3D origin. It
raises the question of the role and nature of the low-temperature plateau
and its connection with 2D surface conduction, if any.
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Fig. 3. SOT-induced switching of CFB/W/SmB6 devices. (A) Schematic drawing of the device for SOT-induced switching experiment. (B) Hall resistance for the trilayer
MgO(1.5)/CFB(1)/W(0.8) (blue) and MgO(1.5)/CFB(1)/W(0.8)/SmB6(50) (red). The latter is magnified 150 times. (C) Current distribution in SmB6 of CFB/W/SmB6 multilayers for
various SmB6 film thicknesses. The red dashed line shows the calculation using longitudinal resistivity. SOT switching for CFB(1)/W(0.8)/SmB6(50) measured at 20 K (D) and 300 K
(E), with external magnetic fields of 500 Oe (blue) and −500 Oe (red) applied along the x direction. (F) Switching phase diagram of CFB(1)/W(0.8)/SmB6(50) at 20 K.

and the conductors-in-parallel model based on resistance. Because of
the higher conductance of the SmB6 layer, the current that flows therein
(ISmB6 ) takes a major fraction of the total applied current (Itot).
The current flowing through the device also exerts the SOT to the
magnetic moments in the FM layer, which, together with an applied inplane magnetic field along the current direction, induces switching of
perpendicular magnetic moments (7, 8). The experimental result of these
switchings is shown in Fig. 3 (D and E) for the device with the SmB6(50)
layer, performed at 20 and 300 K, respectively. The critical switching
current IC translates to nominal critical current density of 5.2 × 106 A/cm2
and 8.6 × 105 A/cm2, respectively. An in-plane magnetic field (500 Oe)
is applied along the current direction, which determines the polarity of
switching, consistent with the SOT-induced switching in HM/FM heterostructures. In Fig. 3F, we plot a representative phase diagram of the
magnetization state, where the astroid-shaped switching polarity can be
observed, similar to the case of HM/FM heterostructures. In particular,
the switching parity [(+Hx, +I) → +Mz] is similar to HMs with a negative
spin Hall angle, such as Ta and W.
It is known that b-W is a source of strong SOT by itself (39, 40). In
our case, although the thickness of the b-W layer is kept at a minimum
to obtain PMA, the SOT generated from b-W would induce switching
when a sufficiently large current is applied. Therefore, to clarify the origin of the observed SOT in our trilayers with SmB6, one needs to compare the IC with that of the trilayers without SmB6. In Fig. 4A, we plot IC
for the trilayer with and without SmB6(50). Should SmB6(50) in the
former contribute no SOT at all but only dilute the current flowing in
W, IC would be enlarged by a factor of ð1‐ISmB6 =Itot Þ1 ≈13, compared
to that without SmB6 (Fig. 4A, dashed line). In contrast, the actual IC with
SmB6(50) is only about 50 mA for 20 K and 10 mA for 300 K, that is, only
about half of the presumed value, indicating that SmB6(50) contributes
one-half of the SOT required to switch the magnetization of CFB. The
ratio of SOT contributed by SmB6, rSOT ≡ SOTSmB6 = SOTtot , can be
Li et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaap8294
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 ICSmB6  ð1  ISmB6 =Itot Þ=IC . In Fig. 4B,
quantified as ½IC
we plot SOTSmB6 =SOTtot for SmB6 film thicknesses of 20, 30, and
50 nm. The contribution from SmB6 monotonically increases with increasing film thickness, confirming that SmB6 is the source of the SOT.
Despite the difficulty presented by the inevitable presence of the
b-W buffer layer, which is essential for establishing PMA in CFB, we
now estimate the SOT contributed by SmB6 in a semiquantitative
approach, that is, to compare its strength with that of b-W. The spin
current generated by SmB6 transverses into the CFB layer through
the W buffer layer, within which it decays by a factor of etW =lW ,
where tW is the thickness of W and lW is the spin diffusion length of
W. One can therefore calculate the SOT from SmB6, should the CFB
layer be in direct contact with it, that is, without spin current decay
when transferred through the intervening layer. Hence, the efficiency
of SmB6 as an SOT generator can be compared with that of b-W, by
comparing the critical current density Jc for switching the same CFB
layer with the aid of the same in-plane field. Figure 4C shows Jc for
0.8- and 5-nm-thick b-W and estimated Jc for 50-nm-thick SmB6,
calculated as JcSmB6 ¼ Ic  etW =lW =ðrSOT  sÞ, where s is the area of
the cross section of the SmB6 layer and lW is taken as 1.5 nm (41). In
terms of generating SOT, 50-nm-thick SmB6 is much more effective
than 0.8-nm-thick b-W, but is comparable to 5-nm-thick b-W.
The above conclusion of SmB6 delivering substantial SOT is based
on analyses of the current distribution within the multilayers. We use an
alternative approach to directly reveal the strong SOT from SmB6. We
note that, in Pt/Co/Pt, the 0.5-nm-thick Co layer sandwiched between
two Pt layers of 1.7 nm (top) and 2 nm (bottom) exhibits PMA. The
switching parity ([(+Hx, +I) → –Mz]) of devices made of the Pt/Co/
Pt trilayer reveals a positive spin Hall angle, as expected from Pt. We
then patterned devices of Pt/Co/Pt/SmB6, the same Pt/Co/Pt structure
on 50 nm of SmB6. Now, the switching parity of Pt/Co/Pt/SmB6 shows
a negative spin Hall angle. This result conclusively shows that SmB6 has a
trilayer

trilayer
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negative spin Hall angle and that the large SOT from SmB6 can overtake
the SOT from Pt of the opposite sign. These results have been observed
at the representative temperatures of 20 and 300 K, as shown in Fig. 5
(A to D), and the temperatures in between.
The nominal critical switching current density |Jc| for both samples
is summarized in Fig. 5E. The competing spin currents generated from
the top and bottom Pt layers result in relatively high |Jc| for the Pt/Co
trilayer, although the contribution from the thicker bottom Pt layer
prevails, which dictates a Pt-like switching parity. The SOT switching in
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fields 300 Oe (blue) and −300 Oe (red) applied along the x direction. (C and D) SOT switching for Pt(1.7)/Co(0.5)/Pt(2) measured at 20 K (C) and 300 K (D), with external magnetic
fields of 300 Oe (blue) and −300 Oe (red) applied along the x direction. (E) Nominal critical current density of Pt(1.7)/Co(0.5)/Pt(2)/SmB6(50) (blue) and Pt(1.7)/Co(0.5)/Pt(2) (red)
multilayer films, where |Jc| is calculated by dividing the total current by the thickness of the multilayer film. The external in-plane field is 300 Oe. (F) Critical current density required
for SmB6(50) that produces enough SOT to switch the Pt/Co/Pt PMA layer, under an in-plane field (Hx) of 300 Oe.
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the Pt/Co/Pt/SmB6 device occurs despite the fact that the Pt/Co/Pt trilayer is much more conductive than the MgO/CFB/W trilayer and
diverts about one-third of the total current as opposed to 8% in the
latter case.
Once we take into account the current distribution in SmB6 and the
Pt/Co trilayer, and the opposing SOT generated by the trilayer itself, the
critical current density required in the SmB6 layer is further reduced to
1 × 10−6 A/cm2 to 3 × 10−6 A/cm2, which would generate sufficient SOT
to switch the FM trilayer. The result is summarized in Fig. 5F.
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DISCUSSION

METHODS

The SmB6 thin films were synthesized by dc magnetron sputtering from
a 99.9% pure SmB6 target (Super Conductor Materials Inc.). The details
of the film growth are as described in the main text. The MgO/CFB/W
trilayer was deposited onto SmB6/Si by dc and radio frequency magneLi et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaap8294

19 January 2018

tron sputtering at room temperature. The W layer was deposited at a
low deposition rate of 0.3 nm/min to acquire the b phase, which was
confirmed by its high bulk resistivity of >200 microhm·cm. A protective
layer of 1-nm-thick Ta was capped on top of the trilayer to prevent it from
oxidization. Control samples of the trilayer were grown on thermally oxidized silicon wafer. The trilayers with or without SmB6 were subsequently
annealed at 300°C in vacuum for 20 min to obtain PMA. The Pt/Co/Pt
PMA trilayers were deposited onto SmB6/Si(001) as well as thermally oxidized silicon substrate. The Pt/Co/Pt trilayers were prepared as-grown,
without any post-annealing. The multilayer films were patterned into
Hall bar devices with a width of 20 mm by standard ultraviolet lithography followed by Ar+ milling. The electrical transport measurements
were performed using Keithley 6221 current source and 2182A nanovoltmeter. For SOT-induced switching, a train of 50 switching current
pulses was first applied (with a pulse width of 12 ms and a duty cycle of
10%) and then followed by a small dc probing current of 0.5 mA to
measure the Hall effect.
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Here, we discuss our experimental results and their implications, in light
of the proposed topological nature of SmB6. Despite the observations in
bulk crystals in the 100-mm range, the lack of 2D electrical transport
feature in our thin films, with geometry dimensions controlled at a
much higher precision, and most importantly on the 10-nm scale, poses
challenge to the current understanding of SmB6. Apparently, any possible scenarios that could reconcile the experimental observations in
bulk and epitaxial thin films inevitably point toward extraordinary novel physical properties. One of the possibilities is that the surface state
may reside on the boundaries of the crystalline domains within the thin
films, which will introduce conduction channels in the bulk of the films
that have the same temperature dependence as the presumed surface
state but show thickness dependence. However, we must note that
the opposite is believed to be true for TIs such as Bi2Se3 because
scanning tunneling spectroscopy studies find that the grain boundaries
do not host the surface state (42). Another possibility is that in SmB6, the
surface state may penetrate into a much greater depth, in sharp contrast
with bismuth chalcogenide TIs, in which it is well established that the
penetration depth is within several nanometers. However, given the
much narrower band gap of SmB6 (one to two orders of magnitude
smaller than that of Bi2Se3), this suggests a likely explanation but invites
further theoretical and experimental investigations.
Nevertheless, we have shown that SmB6 is a source of strong SOT
that can switch a room temperature FM layer. This unambiguously
points to strong SOC, which is a key ingredient inherent to the formation of TIs. It is tempting to interpret the SOT as originating from the
TSS. An electrical current flowing in the TSS is expected to induce spin
accumulation due to the spin-momentum locking, which could be a
source of pure spin current that gives rise to SOT. In Bi2Se3, the currentinduced spin accumulation is found to be of little temperature dependence (6), which is similar to the SmB6-contributed SOT observed
in this work. However, in SmB6, the hybridization gap between which
the TSS resides only opens at temperatures below 100 to 150 K. Therefore, strong temperature dependence may be expected if the SOT originates from the presumed TSS of SmB6, in contrast to the experimental
observation. We tend to attribute the observed SOT to alternative origins, that is, the bulk spin Hall effect or the interfacial Rashba effect,
which expects no marked temperature dependence. The monotonic enhancement of current-SOT conversion efficiency as the SmB6 film
thickness increases from 20 to 50 nm further suggests that the SOT most
likely originates from the bulk spin Hall effect. The marked enhancement for films as thick as 50 nm indicates that the spin diffusion length
in SmB6 should be on the same scale, which is unusually long compared
to those in HMs (usually only several nanometers).
In summary, despite many suggestions from bulk crystals that SmB6
is a TKI with an insulating interior and a metallic conducting surface,
SmB6 thin films in the range of 10 to 100 nm do not reveal exclusive
surface conduction state. However, SmB6 thin films provide strong SOT,
with a high current-SOT conversion efficiency comparable to b-W, the
known HM with the largest spin Hall angle. The strong SOT hosted in
SmB6 may find its usefulness in spintronics.
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